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GENERATING COMBINATORIAL COMPLEXES
OF POLYHEDRAL TYPE
EGON SCHULTE
ABSTRACT. The paper describes a method for generating combinatorial complexes of polyhedral type. Building blocks B are implanted into the maximal

simplices of a
rial reflection
block and C
together with

simplicial complex C, on which a group operates as a combinatogroup. Of particular interest is the case where B is a polyhedral
the barycentric subdivision of a regular incidence-polytope
K
the action of the automorphism group of K.

1. Introduction.
In this paper we discuss a method for generating certain
types of combinatorial complexes. We generalize ideas which were recently applied
in [23] for the construction of tilings of the Euclidean 3-space E3 by dodecahedra.
The 120-cell {5,3,3} in the Euclidean 4-space E4 is a regular convex polytope
whose facets and vertex-figures are dodecahedra and 3-simplices, respectively (cf.
Coxeter [6], Fejes Toth [12]). When the 120-cell is centrally projected from some
vertex onto the 3-simplex T spanned by the neighboured vertices, then a dissection
of T into dodecahedra arises (an example of a central projection is shown in Figure
1). This dissection can be used as a building block for a tiling of E3 by dodecahedra.
In fact, in the barycentric subdivision of the regular tessellation {4,3,4} of E3 by
cubes each 3-simplex can serve as as a fundamental region for the symmetry group
W of {4,3,4} (cf. Coxeter [6]). Therefore, mapping T affinely onto any of these
3-simplices and applying all symmetries in W turns the dissection of T into a tiling
T of the whole space E3. In particular, T has the face-to-face property meaning
that the intersection of any two dodecahedra in T is either empty or a face of each.
This is due to the fact that the symmetry group W of {4,3,4} is generated by
the reflections in the hyperplanes bounding one fundamental region. Moreover, the
tiling T has only 116 isometric prototiles (one for each dodecahedra in the dissection
of T), meaning that every dodecahedron on T is congruent to one dedecahedron in
a set of 116 dodecahedra.
In a similar fashion we can also tile each regular 3-polytope by dodecahedra,
again making use of the fact that its symmetry group is generated by reflections in
hyperplanes bounding one fundamental region (cf. Coxeter [6]). Also, there is no
need to restrict our considerations to dimension 3 and dodecahedra as tiles. For
instance, the construction works equally well for any convex (d— l)-polytope P that
is the facet-type of an equifacetted convex d-polytope Q with at least one d-valent
vertex.
These geometrical constructions will be generalized in a combinatorial sense
providing monotypic combinatorial complexes, that is, complexes whose facets are
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FIGURE 1.

A projection of the 3-cube (centrally from

a vertex x) onto the 2-simplex (spanned

by the vertices

neighboring x)
all of the same combinatorial type. Again, our building blocks will be complexes
whose 'carrier' are simplices. These buildings blocks will be implanted into simplices
that are fundamental regions for certain groups operating on a simplical complex
and generated by 'combinatorial reflections' in the walls of one fundamental region.
Then, the group-action turns the simplicial complex into a complex whose facets
are of the same combinatorial type as the facets of the building block. Moreover,
the group operates on the complex, and each transitivity class of the group action
on the facets of the complex is represented by exactly one facet in the building

block.
The most interesting examples arise when the group is the automorphism group
of a regular incidence-polytope K operating on the barycentric subdivision of K
(cf. [21]). These complexes admit also geometrical realizations in Euclidean spaces
of small dimension. As a special case we obtain the above-mentioned tilings of the
Euclidean space.
The first sections will contain a summary of the necessary definitions. For notation and basic results the reader is referred to Griinbaum [13] and McMullenShephard [18] for convex polytopes, to Griinbaum-Shephard
[15] for tilings, and
to Danzer-Schulte [10] for regular incidence-complexes.
Our main construction is
described in §6. §7 contains some results about geometrical realizations of our
complexes.

2. Complexes.
We begin by introducing the notion of a complex.
It is
somewhat analogous to Danzer's notion of an incidence-complex (cf. [10]) and
Griinbaum's notion of a polystroma (cf. [14]).
In this paper we mean by a complex of dimension d (or briefly a d-complex) a
partially ordered set (K, <) that is defined by the properties (II)—(13).

(11) There are elements P_i and Fd such that P_x < F < Fd for all F in K.
(12) Every totally ordered subset of K is contained in a totally ordered subset
with exactly d + 2 elements, a so-called flag.
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The elements of K are called faces. For convience, we will not distinguish a
face F and the section-complex {G\G < F} of faces which are majorized by F.
With every face F we can associate a number dim(P) called the dimension of F,
where dim(P) + 2 is the cardinality of the flags in {G\G < F}. In particular,
dim(P_i) = -1 and dim(Fd) = d. We call F a vertex, an edge, an i-iace or a
facet, if dim(P) = 0,1, i or d — 1, respectively. The section-complex {G\G > F}
of all faces that are greater than or equal to F is called the coface to F, and a
vertex-figure in case F is a vertex.
Our last defining property is
(13) K is connected, that means: if / and g are two different flags of K and
h := f fl g, then there is a finite sequence of flags / = /i, /a,..., fn-i, fn = 9, all
containing h, such that fm+y differs from fm in exactly one face (1 < m < n - 1).
Note that the word 'complex' was used in a slightly different sense in [10, 21],
where it abbreviates the word 'incidence-complex'.
Incidence-complexes are special
types of complexes that satisfy not only (II)—(13) but also (14).

There are cardinal numbers fco,fci,..., kd-y > 2 with the following
, .

property.

For any two faces F and G with F < G and dim(F) + l =

^ '

i = dim(G)-l, there are exactly ki i-faces H in K with F < H < G
(i = 0,l,...,d-l).

An incidence-complex is called homogeneous of order fc — 1, if ki = fc for all
i (cf. Danzer [9]). The homogeneous incidence-complexes of order 1 are called
incidence-polytopes; then ki =2 for all i.
For many of our complexes the numbers fco,..., kd-2 will also exist and will be
2. However, in general, the number of facets that surround a given (d —2)-face F

of K will depend on F. We denote this number kd-y(F), or fcd_i(K,P).
In most cases we are concerned with nondegenerate complexes. A complex K
is called nondegenerate, if the partial order induces a lattice on K. Otherwise we
call K degenerate. Nondegeneracy is exactly the combinatorial analogue of the
face-to-face property for tilings.
There are also a combinatorial analogue for so-called montypic tilings (cf. Griinbaum-Mani-Shephard

[16]; [23]). The investigation

of such tilings was initiated

by

a problem posed by L. Danzer in 1975: given a convex 3-polytope P, is there a
locally finite face-to-face tiling of E3 by convex polytopes isomorphic to P? (cf.
Danzer-Griinbaum-Shephard
[11], Larman-Rogers
[17]). Counterexamples
were
recently discovered by the author in [22] and [23].
Let L be a (d — l)-complex.
By a monotypic complex of type L we mean a
d-complex K whose facets are isomorphic to L. If L is the face-lattice of a convex
(d — l)-polytope P, then we simply say that K is monotypic of type P.
In the sequel, we will also use the notion of a regular incidence-complex. An
incidence-complex K is named regular, if its group A(K) of combinatorial automorphisms of K (that is, of incidence-preserving permutations) is flag-transitive.
Of particular interest will be the case where K is a regular incidence-polytope.
We say that a regular incidence-polytope is of type {pi,Pa, • • • ,Pd-i}, if the sectioncomplexes {H\F < H < G} belonging to an (i - 2)-face F and an (i + l)-face G
incident with F are isomorphic to the face-lattice of usual p,-gons in the plane for

i = 1,... ,d— 1.
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For an introduction to the theory of incidence-complexes the reader is referred
to [10]. Many considerations extend to our complexes. Later, we will also apply
the results of [21], which analyze the group of regular incidence-complexes.

3. Simplicial complexes.
In this section we describe the simplicial complexes,
which replace the barycentric subdivision in the construction of dodecahedral tilings
of the Euclidean 3-space. They are provided by certain groups, or more exactly, by
systems of generators for these groups. These generators can be regarded as 'combinatorial reflections' in the walls of one of the maximal simplices of the complex,
and this simplex turns out to be a fundamental region for the group. If the group
happens to be the symmetry group of the regular tessellation {4,3,4} of E3 by
cubes, then we get a simplicial complex isomorphic to the barycentric subdivision
of {4,3,4}. Analogous results hold for all regular polytopes and honeycombs, and
all regular complex polytopes (cf. Coxeter [5, 6, 7]).
Let U be a group and D an index set of cardinality m. For each i in D let Ri be a
subgroup of U, and let U be generated by these subgroups, that is, U = (Rt\i E D).
For every nonempty subset I oi D define U\ :— (Ri\i E I), so that in particular

Ud = U and Uiiy = Ri for all i in D. Moreover, let U& = C\i&DRi. For the
subgroups Ui we require the. following intersection property.

(1)

If I, J C D, then UiHUj = UJnj.

Following Tits [25, p. 5] this system of subgroups Ui can serve for the construction of a simplicial complex, whose simplices are just the left cosets of the Uj in
U (in Tits's notation, G%— Un\{i} for each i in D). In the sequel, we will always
assume that the subgroups Ui are pairwise different. In particular this implies that
the subgroups Ri are pairwise different and also different from U®.

By C = C(U) (or more exactly, C(U;Ri,i

E D)) we denote the set of all left

cosets of the subgroups Uj for / C D, that is,

C = C(<7) = {tpUi\I CD, tpE U}.
In C we introduce

the following partial

order.

For two elements <pUj and tpUj,

we set tpUi < tpUj, if and only ii J C I and tpUj C tpUi in the set-theoretical
sense. Since all the Uj are different, this simply means that < is the opposite of
the set-theoretical inclusion.
It can be shown that C endowed with this partial order is a simplicial complex
(in the usual sense), whose maximal simplices have dimension m —1. They are just
the cosets of Uv in U, and the faces of the (m —l)-simplex tpUz are the (m —1 —\I\)simplices tpUi for / C D; in particular, the (m —2)-faces and vertices of tpU<sare
the cosets <pUiiy and tpUo\{i} for i in D, respectively.
Furthermore, the simplex tpUi is a face of the simplex tpUj, if and only ii J C I
and tp~xty e [//. This shows in particular that the coface to the face Ui in C is
isomorphic to the simplicial complex C(£/j) belonging to the generators Ri for i in

I; it consists of the faces ipUj with J C I and ip EU\.
The group U operates on C in a natural way. Each element r of U induces the

automorphism f: C —►
C defined by f(tpUi) := TtpUi for tp E U and I C D. Here,
f is the identity automorphism, if and only if r E tp~xU<z,tpfor all tp in U. Clearly,
for each I C D, U operates transitively on the (m — 1 — |/|)-faces tpUi for <pEU,
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U is transitive on the (d — l)-simplices of C. The stabilizer

of the face U\ of C in U is just the group U\ itself.
For each i in D, the (ra — l)-simplices surrounding the (ra - 2)-face Uii) = Ri
of U<zare just the cosets pU<zwith p in Ri. Therefore, in a sense, the elements of
Ri can be interpreted as 'combinatorial reflections' in the wall U^y of U<z>.
As an immediate consequence we see that two (m —l)-simplices <pU0 and ipUe
share an (m —2)-face, if and only if <p= tjjp for an element p in some Ri. Since U
is generated by the groups Ri, this implies that any two (m — l)-simplices can be
joined by a chain of (m — l)-simplices where any two consecutive members share
an (m —2)-face.
Taking into account the structure of the cofaces of C this property implies the
property (13) for C, so that C turns out to be a nondegenerate m-complex in
the sense of §2 (with U as the (—l)-face and some suitably adjoined d-face). In
particular, for tp in U,

km-y(pU{i}) = km-i(U{i}) = \U{i}:U0\ = \Ri'.U0\ > 2.
Finally, we can show that the (m — l)-simplex U<z together with its faces Ui,
I C D, can be regarded as a fundamental region in C for the group U. In fact, any
face of C has an equivalent face in Uq, and any two equivalent faces of Ua coincide.
4. Regular
incidence-complexes.
It is common practice to associate with a
partially ordered set the simplicial complex of its finite totally ordered subsets. In
this section we describe the simplicial complexes associated with regular incidencecomplexes. In particular, we make use of the results in [21].
Let K be a regular d-incidence-complex whose (—1)- and d-faces are F_i and Fd,
respectively. The barycentric subdivision of K is defined as the simplicial complex

C(K) := {g\g c K totally ordered, and F_i,Fd g g}.
The maximal simplices (of dimension d —1) are in one-to-one correspondence with
the flags of K, and their faces are given by the subsets of the respective flag. In
order to turn C(K) into a d-complex in the sense of §2 we adjoin any element as
the d-face; note the (—l)-face is the empty set.
It has been proved in [21, §7] that the barycentric subdivision C(K) of a regular
incidence-complex K is isomorphic to the simplicial complex C(U) belonging to
its automorphism group U — A(K) (or any flag-transitive subgroup). The isomorphism is obtained as follows.

Let / = {F-i, Po, Fy,..., Fd} be a fixed flag in K, where F, denotes the i-iace
of / (i = -1,0,...,d).
For i — -1,0,... ,d, let Ri be the stablizer of /\{Fj} in
U = A(K). Then, P_i c Ri for all i, and one can show (cf. [21, §2]) that the automorphism group U and its subgroups Rq, ..., Rd-y have all the required properties

of §3 (with D = {0,... ,d - 1}, m — d). In particular, U — (Ro,... ,Rd-y),
and Ufa = R-y = Rd is the stablizer of the flag / in U. More generally, if
/ C {0,...,d —1} = D, then the stabilizer of the subset Ci := f\{Fi\i E I or
i = —1,d} of / is just the subgroup £// = (Ri\i E I) of U.
By the transitivity

properties of U — A(K), we can rewrite C(K) in the form

C(K) = {tp(d)\I c{0,...,d-l},tpEU},
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and the isomorphism C(K) —►
C(U) is given by

¥>(C7)->*>£/,

(lc{o,...,d-i},tpeU).

Of particular interest are the barycentric subdivisions of the classical Euclidean
regular d-polytopes. Here, the well-known geometrically constructed barycentric
subdivision is in a sense isomorphic to the corresponding combinatorial barycentric
subdivision. In fact, the simplices in the geometrical subdivision are in one-to-one
correspondence with the simplices in the combinatorial subdivision, that is, the totally ordered subsets. The vertices of the d-dimensional characteristic orthoscheme
belonging to the (d- l)-simplex C® = /\{F_i, Fd} are just the centers of Fd and the
faces in C® (cf. Coxeter [6]). Hence, the geometrical subdivision is the 'pyramid'
over the combinatorial subdivision whose apex is the center of Fd- The Euclidean
reflection in the wall opposite to the center of the z'-face in / corresponds to the
combinatorial reflection in the wall C:^ of C®, for i = 0,..., d — 1.
These considerations extend also to regular complex polytopes (cf. Coxeter [7]).
For regular honeycombs in the spherical, Euclidean and hyperbolic spaces the two
subdivisions actually coincide (cf. Coxeter [5, 6]).
In general, the simplicial complex C(K) will not be an incidence-complex. Since
it is a d-complex by the results of §3, the lacking property is (14). While the

numbers fco,...,fcd_2 of (14) exist
the (d - 2)-face C{j} depends on
\Ri : R-y\ = ki (i = 0,...,d — 1),
to K. Hence, if K is homogeneous
incidence-complex with kd-y = fc-

trivially, and are 2, the number fcd-i(C{,}) of
i and is given by kd-y(Cii\) = \Ri : Ufa\ =
where fco,..., kd-y are the numbers belonging
of order fc - 1, then C(K) is a nondegenerate

In particular, if K is an incidence-polytope, then C(K) is also an incidencepolytope. In this particular case, U® = {e}, and R% is generated by an involutory
automorphism pi of K (i = 0,..., d — 1). The automorphisms po,..., pd-y satisfy
the relations

' pf = e,

< (pipj)2 = e,
(piPi+i)Pi+1 =e

if 0 < i < d - 1,

if 0 < i < j - 1 < d- 2,
if 0<t<d-2,

where {pi,P2, ■• • ,Pd-i} is the type of the incidence-polytope K (cf. [21, p. 45]).
5. Building blocks. In the construction of dodecahedral tilings for the Euclidean 3-space suitable dissections of the 3-simplex were derived from the 120-cell
in 4-space by projection and were used as building blocks for the tilings. These dissections can be regarded as monotypic 4-complexes whose facets are dodecahedra.
The 2-faces F of the complex that lie in one of the 2-faces of the 3-simplex can be
characterized by the property k3(F) = 1.
Analogously, if a convex d-polytope Q has all its facets isomorphic to some convex
(d — l)-polytope P and at least one d-valent vertex x, then the central projection
from x onto the (d - l)-simplex T spanned by the neighboured vertices of x in Q
yields a dissection of T into convex (d — l)-polytopes isomorphic to P. Again, this
dissection can be regarded as a monotypic d-complex B of type P. The number of
its facets is the number of facets of Q minus d. For the construction of combinatorial
complexes there is clearly no need to map T onto any other (d — l)-simplex as in
the construction of dodecahedral tilings.
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This construction provides a number of interesting building blocks.
The vertex-figures of the cyclic 2n-polytope C(v, 2n) with v vertices are known to
be of the same combinatorial type as the cyclic (2n—l)-polytopes C(v-1,2n-l)
(cf.

Perles-Shephard [19], Altshuler-Perles [1]). Therefore, the dual Q := (C(v,2n))*
of C(v, 2n) is a simple (that is, 2n-valent) 2n-polytope whose facets are isomorphic
to the dual C(v — l,2n — 1). In other words, there exist 2n-dimensional building
blocks B whose facets are isomorphic to (C(v — 1,2n — 1))*.
Our considerations are also of some interest in connection with two problems
on simple convex polytopes. It is an open problem, whether or not in dimensions
d- 1 > 5 each simple (d- l)-polytope P is the facet-type of an equifacetted convex
d-polytope Q'. For dimensions d - 1 < 4, the answer is in the negative (cf. PerlesShephard [19], Barnette [2]). On the other hand it is also unknown, if each simple
(d - l)-polytope P that is the facet-type of a Q' is also the facet-type of a simple
equifacetted d-polytope Q (cf. Perles-Shephard [19]). In case this should be true
(in fact, the existence of a least one d-valent vertex of Q would suffice), then Q

would lead to a monotypic building block B of type P.
It is worth mentioning that for purely combinatorial purposes we can always
replace the convex d-polytope Q by an equifacetted spherical complex in the (d— 1)sphere Sd~1. Then, however, we have to work with refinements of simplices (in
a similar sense as in Griinbaum [13, p. 199]) instead of dissections obtained by
projection.
The building blocks obtained by projection are particular examples of face-toface dissections B of a (d - l)-simplex T into convex (d - l)-polytopes. Here, the
face-to-face property simply means that the intersection of any two polytopes is
either empty or a face of each. Hence, B is a nondegenerate d-complex. Also it has
the property that the intersection of any face F of B with a face of T is a face of

F.
Let B be such a complex. For the construction of larger complexes from several
copies of B we have some freedom in assigning the walls of T to the generators Ri
of the group U (see §3). Therefore, assume that the vertices of T are labelled by
the numbers 0,1,..., d — 1. These labels are kept fixed from now on. Clearly, the
faces of T are in one-to-one correspondence with the subsets of {0,1,..., d — 1}.
For each face F of B, there is a minimal face H of T containing F. By the type
t(F) of F we mean the subset of {0,1,..., d — 1} whose elements are the labels of

the vertices of T not in H. In particular, t(F) = 0 if H = T, and t(F) = {i} if H
is the wall of T opposite to the vertex i. Obviously, if F and G are faces in B and
F a face of G, then t(G) C t(F), but not necessarily a proper subset if F < G.
We call the pair (B,i) consisting of a face-to-face dissection B of a (d — 1)simplex into convex (d — l)-polytopes and the type-function t on B a polyhedral

d-building-block, or briefly, a polyhedral d-block.
In §6 we will also deal with a more general notion of a d-block. Therefore, let us
assume from now on that B is an arbitrary nondegenerate d-complex with (-l)-face
F_i of d-face Fd- Suppose that with each face F of B there is associated a subset
t(F) of {0,..., d - 1}, called the type of F, such that the following conditions are

satisfied.

(Tl)t(F-y)?0.
(T2) If F < G, then t(G) C t(F).
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(T3) If F ^ F_i and / c t(F), then there is a face G with F < G and t(G) = I.
For each F and each i in t(F), there is a (d- 2)-face G with F <G and t(G) = {i}.

(T4) Ii F,G < H ^ Fd, then there exists a face #' with F,G < H' < H such

that i(iP) = *(F) m(G).
The subset D(t) := t(F-y) is called the range of t. By (T2), t(F) C £>(*)for all
F in B. From the second part of (T3) we can deduce that t(F) — 0, if F = Fd or
F is a facet of B, and that the cardinality of t(F) is at most 1 if F is a (d —2)-face.
Also, the case F = F_i shows that for each i in D(t) there is a (d —2)-face G of B

with t(G) = {i}.
We call the pair (B,<) consisting of the nondegenerate d-complex B and the
type-function (onB
with range D = D(t) a d-building block with range D, or
briefly, a d-block with range D. If no confusion can arise, we simply say that B is

a d-block with range D. A d-block with range D — {0,..., d —1} is simply called a
d-block. The most interesting examples are obtained for the case where the range is
D = {0,..., d - 1}. The reader might find it easier to verify the subsequent results
first for this particular case, and leave the details of the generalization to d-blocks
of smaller range to a second reading.
The polyhedral d-blocks are particular examples of d-blocks. Here, the typefunction t is induced in a natural way by labelling the vertices of the respective
(d — l)-simplex. The properties (T1)-(T4) for t are easily checked, and t has even

the additional property that t(F) = {0,..., d - 1} = D if and only if F = F_i.
Other examples of d-blocks can be obtained as follows. Assume that the dcomplex B has (d — 2)-faces Gq,... ,Gd-i such that the infimum of any two of

them is F_j. Defining t(F-y) := {0,... ,d - 1}, t(F) = {i} if F is a face of Gi
different from F_i (0 < i < d — 1), and t(F) := 0 for all other faces of B provides

ad-block (B,t).
Let (B, t) be a d-block with range D, and D' any subset of {0,..., d - 1} with
D n D' ^ 0. Then, D' induces a new d-block (B,f) with range D n D' defined
by t'(F) := t(F) n D' for F in B. If (B,t) is a polyhedral d-block (then, D =
{0,..., d —1}), we call (B, t') a polyhedral d-block with range D'.
Furthermore, each d-block (B, t) with range D gives rise to a class of blocks each
obtained from (B, t) by permutations of the index set {0,..., d —1}. In fact, if a is
any permutation of {0,... ,d - 1}, then ta(F) := cr(t(F)) for F E B defines a new
d-block (B,*^) with range a(D). This corresponds to the free choice for labelling
the vertices of the underlying (d — l)-simplex of a polyhedral d-block.

Finally, if (B, t) is a d-block with range D, F a face of B with t(F) ^ 0, and
Bp '■—{G\G > F} the coface of F in B, then the restriction tp of t to BF induces

a (d - 1 - dim(F)) - block(BF, tF) with range DF := t(F).
6. The gluing process. The last step in our construction is the gluing of
several copies of a given d-block (B, t) with range D, D c {0,..., d — 1}. This
gluing process is provided by a group U, U = (Ri\i E D), acting on the respective
simplicial complex C(U) as described in §3. The copies of the block fit together
in such a way that any two neighboured blocks correspond to each other by a
'combinatorial reflection' in their common wall. This leads to a nondegenerate
d-complex T.
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Our methods cover the construction of tilings of the Euclidean (d — l)-space
Ed~l (for D = {0,..., d - 1}) as well as the construction of dissections of regular

(d - l)-polytopes (for D = {0,..., d - 2}) by means of polyhedral d-blocks.
From now on let (B, t) be an arbitrary d-block with range D of cardinality ra,
D c {0,..., d - 1}. Let U be a group generated by subgroups Ri, i E D, that has
the properties of §3, in particular the intersection property (1). The d-complex T
is now derived from a suitable equivalence relation on U xB describing the gluing
process.
DEFINITION. By ~ we denote the equivalence relation onU xB defined by

<

v\
( F = F' = Fd and tp,vJEU, or
(tp,F)
~ t,(ip,F^ ) <-►<„,
Let T = T(B\U) (or more exactly, T(B,t\U;Ri,
i E D)) be the set of equivalence
classes for ~. By [tp, F] we denote the equivalence class of the element (tp, F) of
U x B. On T we introduce the partial order < defined by

•

iv,F]<[ip,F>]~lF'

= Fdand^€U;0T

First we have to check that ~ is an equivalence relation, and that < is both
well defined and a partial order on T. While the properties for ~ are trivially
satisfied, the properties for < depend on the condition (T2) for the type-function t.

In particular, if F < F' ^ Fd, [tp,F] = [tp,F], [iP,F'\ = [4>,F']and ^_V € Ut{F),
then
ijj~lip = (i>-1'ip)(rlj~ltp)(<p-1tp)

e UtiF>) ■Ut(F) ■Ut'F>) = Ut'F).

This argument shows that < is well defined. The transitivity of < follows in a
similar fashion. Note that the only equivalence classes belonging to F_i and Fd are
[e,F_i] and [e,F<i], respectively. Also [e, F-y] < [<p,F] < [e,Fd] for all tp in U and

FinB.
For <p in U let Bp := {[(£>,F]|F E B}. Then, coincidence or incidence of two
elements [tp, F] and [tp, F'] in Bv means nothing else than coincidence or incidence
of F in F' in B, respectively. Therefore, we may regard the subsets Bv for tp E U

as the copies of the block B.
Let tp and tp be in U, and assume that the (ra — l)-simplices tpUtz and ipU® of
C(<7) intersect in a face, say <pUi = ijjUi. Then, the copies B^, and B^, of B are
glued along corresponding faces of type ^ with / C ^ (and along their d-faces).
By properties (T2) and (T3) for t, this means gluing along faces of type / and all
their faces (and along the d-faces).

Furthermore, if [tp,F] < [ip,F') and F' ^ Fd, then ip~1<pE Ut'F) implies [tp,F] =
[ip,F]. This shows that no element in B^, can majorize an element not in B^. In
other words, T is endowed with the partial order that preserves incidences in each
copy of the block and creates new incidences only via the gluing process.
THEOREM 1. Let (B, t) be a d-block with range D consisting of a nondegenerate
d-complex B and a type-function t on B with range D, D C {0,...,d—
1}. Let
U = (Ri\i ED) be a group whose generating subgroups Ri satisfy the intersection
property (1) of §3. Then, the partially ordered set T = T(B\U) has the following
properties.
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(a) T is a nondegenerate d-complex. T is finite, if and only if B and the index

\U :Ura\ are finite.
(b) The group U operates on T and induces a group of automorphisms
of T.
The number of transitivity classes into which the set of all facets of T is dissected
equals the number of facets in B. Each facet in B represents exactly one class.
(c) IfB is monotypic of type L (where L is a (d — l)-complex), then T is also

monotypic of type L.
(d) Let F be a face in B, F ^ Fj, Bf

its coface in B, tF the restriction

of t

to BF, DF := t(F), and tp in U. Then, the coface in T of the face [tp,F] ofT is
isomorphic to BF if DF = 0, or to the (d — 1 —dim(F))-complex T(Bf\Udf)
=
T(BF, tF\UDF;Ri,i E DF) if DF ^ 0. In particular, the number of isomorphism
types of vertex-figures

in T is finite if the corresponding

number for B is finite.

(e) For each (d - 2)-face [<p,F] in T, the number kd-y(T, [<p,F]) of facets ofT
surrounding

[tp, F] is given by

u

fT|MH)-PJ-l(B'n

kd-y(l,[tp,t\)

- | ^

rj^^^^^

PROOF. The group U acts on T in a natural

Ht(F) = 0,

{f t{F) = {i}

manner.

Each r in U induces the

automorphism f: T —►
T defined by f([tp, F]) = [rtp, F] for tp E U and F E B. Here,
f is the identity, if and only if r € tpUt(F)tp~l for all <pand F, that is, r E tp~1Utztp
for all tp. Clearly, for each F in B, U acts transitively on the faces [tp, F) for <pEU.
This shows in particular that the coface of a face [tp, F] in T is isomorphic to the

coface TF of [e, F] in T.
Now, let F be a face in B different from Fd,tF the restriction of t to the coface
BF of F in B, and DF := t(F). By definition, [e,F] < [ip,F'} in T, if and only if
F' = Fd, or Fd 7^ F' E BF and ip E UttF). Now, two cases are possible.
If Dp = 0, then ip E UDf = U0 and F < F' / Fd in B imply [ip,F'\ = [e, F'\.
This proves isomorphism

of TF and B^.

If Dp 7^ 0, then tF is a type-function on the (d —1 —dim(F))-complex

Bp with

range Dp. Then, we can show isomorphism of TF and the partially ordered set
T(Bf\Udf)
as follows. As already mentioned, the faces of Tp are exactly the faces
[ip, F'] with F' E BF and ip E Udf- On the other hand, the equivalence relation
defining T(Bf\Udf)
is exactly the restriction to Uqf x Bf of the equivalence
relation defining T. In fact, by property (T2) for t, we cannot have (tp, F') ~
(ip,F') in U x BF, Fd 7^ F' E BF as well as ip E Udf unless tp e Udf and
ip~ltp E Utp^pi-) = Ut{F'). This establishes a one-to-one correspondence between
the elements of TF and T(Bf\Udf).
By a similar argument, the partial orders are
the same, so that TF and T(Bf\Udf)
are actually isomorphic.
In order to show that T is a d-complex we have to check properties (II)—(13)

for T. While (II) and (12) are trivially satisfied (with [e,F_i] and [e,Fj] as the
smallest and greatest elements, respectively), the connectivity property (13) needs
some further considerations.
First we prove that any two flags / and g in T can be joined by a sequence
of flags, each differing from the predecessor in the sequence in at most one face.
Obviously, we may assume that / is contained in the copy Be of B, and g in some
copy B^ = {[£>,F]|F E B} for tp in U. Since U is generated by the subgroups Ri
for i in D, we may write tp = <pytp2■■■tpn with each tpk in some Rik. By defining
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ipo '■=e, tpk '■= <Pi<P2- ■<Pkior k = 1,... ,n and Bfc := B^k for fc = 0,...,n, we
get a sequence Be = Bo, Bi,..., Bn = B^ of copies of B. For fc = 0,..., n - 1,
the (|D| - l)-simplices ipkU® and tpk+yU® of C(U) intersect in the (|D| - 2)-face
ipkUiilc} = ipk+iUt%k}, so that Bfc and Bfc+1 are glued along corresponding faces of
type {ik} and all their faces (and along the d-faces). By property (T3) for t, there

is really a (d-2)-face Gk of B such that t(Gk) = {ik}; hence [tpk,Gk] = [ipk+y,Gk\Taking into consideration the fact that any two flags in the same copy of B can
of course be joined by a suitable sequence of flags all contained in that copy, our
arguments prove that the given flags / and g of T can be joined by a sequence of
flags, each differing from the predecessor in at most one face.
But as all cofaces of T are isomorphic either to some BF or some T(Bf\Udf),
this property is not only satisfied for T but also for each coface of T. Together with
the fact that the faces of T different from [e, Fd] are isomorphic to faces of B, and
so are connected, this proves the connectivity property (13) for T. Consequently,
T is a d-complex.
The nondegeneracy of T is now a consequence of propety (T4) for t. Obviously,
it suffices to show the existence of an infimum in T for any two nonincident faces of
T. By the transitivity properties of U, we may restrict the considerations to faces
[e, Hy] and [tp,H2] with Hy,H2 E B and tp EU. All faces of T less than or equal
to [e, Hy] are of the form [e, F] with F < Hy. By H we denote the infimum of Hy

and H2 in B.

Now, if [e,F],[e,G] < [e,Hy],[tp,H2], then F,G < H and tp E Ut{F)nUt{G) =
Ut(F)nt{G) ■ Note that the last equation follows from the intersection property (1)

for JJ. Applying (T4) shows the existence of a face H' with F,G < H' < H and
<PG £V)nt(G) - Ut(H-y But then [e,F],[e,G] < [e,H'] < [e,Hy],[tp,H2]. Note
that the first inequality sign is strict, if and only if [e, F] and [e, G] are not incident.
As T is finite dimensional, these considerations prove the existence of an infimum
for [e,.r7i] and [<p,H2]. That establishes the nondegeneracy of T.
The remaining properties are now easily checked.
The finiteness of T is clearly equivalent to the finiteness of B and C(U). But
C(U) is finite, if and only if the index \U: Ufa] is finite. This completes the proof of
part (a) of Theorem 1.
It was already mentioned that, for each face F in B, the group U acts transitively
on the faces [<p,F] for tp in U. In particular, [tp, F] = tp([e, F]), where tp is the
automorphism of T belonging to tp. On the other hand, two faces [e, F] and [e, F']
are equivalent with respect to U, if and only if F = F'. Then, parts (b) and (c)
are obvious.
The first statement of (d) was already proved, and the second is an easy consequence of the first. For the proof of (e) we remark that the type of each (d - 2)-face
F in B is either the empty set or a set with exactly one element. In case t(F) = {i}

we have [e,F] < [ip,G], if and only if F < G in B and ip E C/^j = R^. But two
facets [ip,G] and [ip', G'] coincide, if and only if G — G' and ip-1^' E Ut(Q) = UfaThis proves (e) for the case t(F) = {i}. As the case t(F) = 0 is trivial, the proof
of Theorem 1 is now complete.
REMARK 1. Theorem 1 is of particular interest in case U is the automorphism
group of a regular incidence-complex K generated by its natural system of generating subgroups (see §4). Then, U is isomorphic to a group of automorphisms of T.
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In fact, the subgroups tp~1Uta<p are stabilizers of flags of K, and an automorphism

of K keeps all flags of K fixed, if and only if it is trivial.
With the help of Theorem 1 we are now able to construct interesting combinatorial complexes whose facets are convex polytopes of the same combinatorial
type.

COROLLARY.Let (B, t) be a polyhedrald-blockwith range D = {0,..., ra—1}for
one m with m < d. Furthermore, let U = (po,Pi, ■■■,Pm-i) be the automorphism
group of a regular m-incidence-polytope K generated by its natural system of involutory generators (here, Ri = (pi) for i = 0,..., ra - 1). Then, T(B|K) := T(B]U)
is a nondegenerate d-complex with only finitely many isomorphism types of facets
and vertex-figures. In particular, ifB is monotypic of type P (where P is a convex

(d —l)-polytope), then T(B|K) is also monotypic of type P. T(B|K) is finite if
and only t/K

ta finite. Moreover, T(B|K)

is a d-incidence-polytope,

if and only if

ra = d.
PROOF. Since K is an incidence-polytope,

the stablizer Ufa of a flag is trivial.

By Theorem 1(e), this shows kd-y(T,[tp,F]) < 2 for all (d - 2)-faces [tp,F] of
T :— T(B|K). Here, equality holds for all (d —2)-faces of T, if and only if each
(d — 2)-face of B in the boundary of the underlying (d - l)-simplex of B is of
nonempty type, that is, m = d. As the faces of T are isomorphic to convex
polytopes, the numbers fco,..., fc<j-2of (14) are trivially 2, so that the proof is now
complete.
REMARK 2. (a) Let B, U and T be as in Theorem 1, D' a nonempty subset of
D, and t' the type-function on B with range D' defined by t'(F) := t(F)C\D' for F
in B. Furthermore, we define the subset V of T by T' = {[tp,F]\tp eUd>,Fe B}.
Then, one can easily prove that T' (endowed with the partial order of T) is a dcomplex isomorphic to T(B,t'\UD>;Ri,
i E D'). The transforms of T' under the
group-action of U on T correspond to the left cosets of Ud> in Uo; two different
transforms never intersect in faces belonging to faces of type 0 in B.

(b) Let B,K,C/ and T = T(B|K)

be as in the corollary to Theorem 1. If

%< ra and D' :— {0,... ,ra — l}\{z}, then the application of part (a) shows that
the z-faces of K are in one-to-one correspondence with the transforms of T' by U.
Furthermore, T' (and all its transforms) is decomposable into d-complexes, each
isomorphic to the d-complex T(B|Kj) that belongs to the t-incidence-polytope Ki
representing the isomorphism type of the t'-faces of K.
The corollary is of particular interest in the case where K is one of the universal
regular m-incidence-polytopes {pi,... ,pm-i} defined below (cf. [21]). Its group is
the Coxeter-group with linear Coxeter-diagram
O

O-O
Pl

P2

• • • O-O)
Pm-l

that is, the group W generated by elements ro,...,

' r2 = e,
< (rirj)2 = e,
(riri+y)p'+l =e,

rm-i and abstractly defined by

if 0 < i < ra - 1,
if 0 < i < j - 1 < m - 2,
if 0 < i < ra - 2

(cf. Coxeter-Moser [8]). Here, the elements r0,..., rm_i play the role of po,..., pm-i
for U = W. In other words, writing Wl := (rfc|fc ^ i) for i = —1,0,..., ra, we can
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regard {py,... ,pm-y} as the set of all left cosets tpW1 (tp E W; i = —1,0,... ,ra),
where tpW1 < ipW? if and only if ip~xtp e (r0,... ,rj-y) ■(ri+1,...,rd-y).
The
incidence-polytopes
{pi,...,pm-i}
were originally introduced by Tits (cf. [24])
and later by the author (cf. [20]). For a graph-theoretic approach see also Vince
[26]. The regular tessellations of spherical, Euclidean and hyperbolic space give
particular examples of incidence-polytopes {pi,... ,pm-i}It was proved in [21] that each incidence-polytope {pi,... ,pm-i} is universal
in the sense that each regular m-incidence-polytope K of type {py,... ,pm-i} can
be obtained from it by making suitable identifications.
The identifications are
provided by the unique homomorphism <&:W — (ro,... ,rm-y) —►U = A(K) =
(p0,..., pm-i) mapping n onto pi (i = 0,..., ra - 1).
These facts have some important consequences for the complexes T(B|K) of our
corollary. It turns out that the d-complexes T(B|{pi,...
,pm_i}) belong to the
universal ra-incidence-polytopes
{pi,... ,pm-i} are universal in a similar sense.

THEOREM2. Let (B, t) be a polyhedrald-blockwith range D = {0,..., m—1}for
one ra with ra < d, and K be a regular m-incidence-polytope

of type {py,.. ■,pm-i}

with group U — A(K) — (p0,..., pm-y). The, the d-complex T(B|K)
tained from T(B|{pi,...

,pm_i})

can be ob-

by suitable identifications.

PROOF. Let $:W —►
U be the unique homomorphism with $(rj) = pi for
i — 0,..., ra — 1. For each nonempty subset / of {0,..., ra — 1}, we write Wi :=

(n\i E I); also W0 := {e}. Clearly, $(Wj) = Ui for each /.
Consider the map
7r:T(S|{p1,...,pm_1})^T(B|K)

[w,F] —[$(w),F]

(wEW,FEB).

Then, ir is well defined, is surjective, and maps incident faces onto incident faces.
However, this shows that the complex belonging to K can be thought of as being
obtained from the complex belonging to {pi,... ,pm-i} by identifying faces via the
map 7r, that is, two faces are identified if and only if they have the same image

under ir.
REMARK 3 A similar theorem holds also in the more general case, where W is
an arbitrary Coxeter-group (not necessarily with a linear Coxeter-diagram) and U
a factor-group of W satisfying the intersection property (1). Also, there is no need
to restrict attention to polyhedral blocks. This restriction was made for geometrical
purposes (see §7).

7. Geometric
realizations.
In this section we describe a geometrical realization for the complexes T(B|K) of the corollary to Theorem 1. In view of Theorem
2 this involves analysis of the universal complexes belonging to Coxeter-groups. We
will see that the geometric representation of Coxeter-groups (cf. Bourbaki [3]) leads
to a geometrical representation for the respective complexes.
Let C be a simplicial complex and x be any element not in C. By a 1-fold pyramid
(or simply, a pyramid) over C with apex x we mean the simplicial complex whose
vertices are x and the vertices of C, and whose simplices are all sets of the form
F or F U {x} where F is a simplex of C. A fc-fold pyramid over C is a pyramid

over a (fc — l)-fold pyramid over C (fc > 2). For convenience, we define a 0-fold
pyramid over C to be C itself. In the sequel, we make use of the fact that each
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automorphism of a simplicial complex C can be regarded as an automorphism of
any fc-fold pyramid over C keeping fixed all vertices not in C.
It is a well-known fact that each finite simplicial complex C admits a geometrical
realization in some finite-dimensional Euclidean space, thereby determining a topological space. If C has exactly n vertices, then C can be realized as a subcomplex
of the boundary complex of a regular (n — l)-simplex T"-1 in Fn_1. Then, each
automorphism of C is induced by a symmetry of Tn_1, hence by an affine map of
En~l.

In particular, these considerations apply to the case where C is a fc-fold pyramid
over the barycentric subdivision C(K) = G(U) of a regular ra-incidence-polytope
K with group U = A(K) — (p0, ■■■,pm-i)- Here, n equals fc plus the number of
faces of K different from the (—1)- and m-faces.

Now, let (B, t) be a polyhedral d-block with range D — {0,..., m - 1}, ra < d,
and let fc := d - ra. Then, we can realize the complex T := T(B|K) of the
corollary of Theorem 1 as follows. First note that the maximal simplices of the
fc-fold pyramid C over C(K) are now (d— l)-dimensional. Therefore, if we implant
one copy of the polyhedral block into one of the (d - l)-simplices C of C, then
the images of this copy under the group U fit together in exactly the same way as
the several copies of the block in the construction of T. However, the implanting
must be done according to the following rule. For i = 0,..., ra — 1, the wall of the
block containing the (d —2)-faces of type {i} must be opposite to the vertex of C
representing an t'-face in K. Consequently, each wall of the block containing only
(d — 2)-faces of type 0 is opposite to a vertex of C not in C(K) (that is, to one
of the apices of C). Our rule ensures that, for each subset I of {0,..., m — 1}, the
group Uj keeps exactly that face of C fixed, which is spanned by the apices of C(K)
and the vertices representing j-faces of K with j &.I. This face of C is opposite to
that face of C spanned by the vertices representing ./-faces of K with j E I. These
facts prove that we really obtain a geometrical realization of T(B|K).
However, this realization is not satisfactory, since the dimension n — 1 is both
high, and not only dependent on the dimension of C but also on the number of

vertices of C.
We can overcome this problem at least for the universal d-complexes
T(B|{p1,...,pm_1}).

They admit geometric realizations of both the complex in Ed and the respective
group W as a subgroup of the general linear group GL(d) of Ed. With respect
to Theorem 2, this gives also a kind of representation of d-complexes derived from
arbitary regular incidence-polytopes of type {pi,... ,pm-i}.
We make use of the fact that Coxeter-groups W = (r0,... ,Tm_i) (with linear Coxeter-diagram) can be represented as subgroups of the general linear group
GL(m) of the real ra-space. For special cases this representation was discovered
in Coxeter [4] and Witt [28]; the general case is due to Tits (cf. [24] or Bourbaki

[3, Chapitre 5]).
Via this representation the group W operates on a system C of ra-dimensional
simplicial cones with apex 0 in Em. The generators ro,...,rm_i
correspond to

certain affine reflections in the walls of some fixed ra-cone C. This cone C is a
fundamental region for W in the union of all cones.
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FIGURE2. The semiplatonic solid {4,6; 6} found by Wills
is bounded by a polyhedral 2-manifold of genus 6, whose
30 facets are quadrangles, 6 surrounding each of the 20
vertices

Cutting the ra-cone C by a suitable hyperplane of Em not containing 0 we obtain
an (ra - l)-simplex C in Em. Now, taking all transforms of C" under the action
of W on the cone-system gives a simplicial complex in Em, where each (ra - 1)simplex represents exactly one cone of the system. This complex is a geometric
realization of the simplicial complex C(W) belonging to W. Also, W operates on
it as a subgroup of GL(m), and C" is a fundamental region for W.
Again we consider a fc-fold pyramid C over 0(1^). Since C(W) admits a realization in Em, we get a realization of C in Em+k = Ed. Also, we may regard W
as a subgroup of GL(d) keeping all the apices of C invariant. Now, if we implant
again one copy of the block (B, t) into one (d —l)-simplex C of C, again according
to the above-mentioned rule, then the images of this copy fit together in the same
way as in the gluing process of §6. In this way we get a geometrical representation
for the universal d-complexes T(B|{pi,...
,pm_i}) in Ed.
We remark that this construction works equally well for Coxeter-groups with
nonlinear Coxeter-diagram.
The universal m-incidence-polytope
{4,3m_1,4} is isomorphic to the regular
tessellation of Fm_1 by cubes. In the geometric representation of the respective
group W in Em one hyperplane in Em is invariant under W, and W operates on
it in the same way as the symmetry group of the cubical tessellation on Em~l (cf.
Bourbaki [3, Chapitre 5]). Therefore, if we choose the (ra — l)-simplex C in this
hyperplane, then all its transforms by W lie in this hyperplane. Consequently, the
resulting simplicial complex coincides (in the isometric sense) with the barycentric
subdivision of the cubical tessellation. Therefore, if (B, t) is a polyhedral d-block
and ra = d, then the above-mentioned geometrical realization of T(B|{4,3d_3,4})
coincides with the realization which was described in the Introduction.
It is worth mentioning that other types of building-blocks can be used to get
further interesting complexes, which are not necessarily incidence-complexes. For
instance, we can choose the 4-block B shown in Figure 2 (together with a typefunction similar to those for polyhedral blocks); here, the interior of the 2-manifold
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is considered as the unique 3-face of B. This block is one of the semiplatonic solids

recently studied by Wills (cf. [27]).
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